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Housewares Collection
CANISTER SET
A kitchen essential, our canister
set adds a functional decorative
presence.
LIGHTING
Fun,
spontaneous
interior
accessories
that
are
both
whimsical and functional.
SWITCHPLATES
Switchplates add a subtle,
decorative accent that will
enhance every room.

IIKBANA
Ikibana
is
the
traditional
Japanese
art
of
flower
arranging, which expresses the
philosophy of “ less is more”.
BATH SET

Pump Jar and Soap Dish.
Perfect for any bath or kitchen!
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Canister Set/ Cookie Jar
Our 3-piece Canister Sets are wheel-thrown with applied
textural elements. Custom cut lids insure a perfect fit &
seal. A kitchen essential, our canister set adds a
functional decorative presence as well as being enjoyable
to use.
The large Canister is offered separately as a cookie jar.
Large measures 10”high.
Small measures 6” high.

Medium measures 8”high.

Dishwasher and Microwave Safe. Lead Free Glazes.
Available in 4 colors: White, Royal Blue, Teal Green and
French Blue.
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Lighting
Candlesticks

Oil Candles

Fun,
spontaneous
interior
accessories. Like a flower’s calyx
this
candlestick
holds
the
standard taper simply and
elegantly. It’s style works well in
both traditional & contemporary
settings. Used in pairs or in
groupings.

With a broad base for stability and
applied organic coils, the Oil
Candle – is both whimsical and
functional. The wick is secured by
a glass sleeve which fits the wide
flange.

Measures 5” high and uses
standard taper candles.

5” high wheel thrown – Wide
flange lip creates a funnel for easy
filling. Use a quality brand
smokeless lamp oil.

Available in 6 colors: White, Royal Blue, Teal Green, French Blue, Lavender Blue and Butternut.
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Switchplates
Landscape
Flowers
Individually handmade shapes are
a pleasing complement to any
background. A blooming bouquet
of natural, dried flowers completes
the piece for a colorful welcome to
every room. Flowers can easily be
changed to coordinate with décor
or season.
Available in our off- white glaze
color.

The Landscape Switchplate creates
a subtle, decorative accent that will
enhance every room. Flowing
rivers
of
muted
high-fired
stoneware colors meander across
these flat shapes changing a
necessary wall fixture into a small
landscape painting.
Available in 2 color patterns: Earth
Tones with natural glaze and
accent colors and Blues with
natural glaze and accent colors.

Measures 10” in height and available in five sizes to replace standard-sized single, double and triple plates.
Nylon screws included. Easy to install and clean.
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Ikibana
Ikibana is the traditional Japanese art of flower arranging,
which expresses the philosophy of “ less is more” by using few
items in the arrangement and following design concepts of the
completed arrangement having its outline follow a basic
geometric shape; most often a triangle. To accomplish that
end, the elements of the arrangement are typically secured to
a “pin frog” which has been attached to the bottom of a shallow
container.
Both Ikibanas offered are slab constructed and serve their
purpose functionally and artistically. The square-dish ikebana
comes with a 1” pin frog and the long-curved ikebana comes
with a 2” pin frog secured in place. Only a small amount of
water is required to maintain freshness of the floral elements.
Measures 9”x9” and 10”x3 ½”.
Available in 5 colors: Teal, Royal, French Blue, Butternut and
Black.
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Bath Set
Pump Jar

Soap Dish

Incised
texture
creates
a
decorative
surface
to
complement the companion soap
dish. Its broad base provides
stability for “one handed” use.
The pump works easily to portion
soap, bath gel, body lotion or
liquid dish soap. Flanged lip
allows Pump Jar to be handled
securely even with wet or
slippery hands.

This soap dish is both functional
and fun and compliments our
Pump Jar. On vanities, the
pedestal design allows the soap
dish to be placed close enough to
the lavatory to prevent soap drips
on the vanity. Our one-piece
design is also a breeze to clean.
Just pour out any soap drippings
and rinse with very hot water or
run through the dishwasher.

Measures 7 ½” high.

Measures 7 ½” high.
Available in 5 colors: White, Teal Green, French Blue, Lavender Blue and Butternut.

